STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION
Rectt. to the post of Multi Tasking (Non-Technical) Staff in Different States
and Union Territories, 2014 – Candidates qualified in Paper-I for appearing in
Paper-II.
***************
Staff Selection Commission conducted Examination for recruitment to the
post of Multi Tasking(Non-Technical Staff) in different States and Union Territories
Examination, 2014 on 16.02.2014 & 23.02.2014 at different centers in Southern
Region.
A total number of 1,30,961 candidates appeared in the above
examination.
2.
Based on the performance in Paper-I and keeping in view the tentative
vacancies in each State, Commission has fixed the following cut-off, category-wise,
for calling candidates of Southern Region for Paper-II of the examination:SSC, SR CHENNAI
State
Code State Name
21 Andhra Pradesh
22 Puducherry &

UR

OBC

83.25
84.50

79.00
78.50

SC

ST

75.75
72.75

66.25
72.75

Ex.S

OH

HH

45.00
54.50

66.25 45.00
62.00 45.00

VH
79.00
55.00

Tamil Nadu

Accordingly, 2,412 candidates have been shortlisted as per the following
details for appearing in Paper-II :State
Code State Name
21 Andhra Pradesh
22

Puducherry &
Tamil Nadu

UR

OBC

SC

ST

Ex.S OH

HH

VH

Total

291

905

291

139

120

72

12

52

1882

40

322

98

3

31

21

7

8

530

Note: As per Notice of Examination, candidates intending to apply for the post in
more than one State/UT were to submit separate applications for each State/UT to the
Regional Office having jurisdiction over such State/UT. Therefore, only those
candidates who had applied to Southern Region having jurisdiction over the
concerned State/UT were considered.
3.
For candidates belonging to reserved categories for whom certain percentage
of vacancies are reserved as policy of the Govt., the category status is indicated
against their Roll No. It is important to note that some of them have been declared
qualified only in the category mentioned against their Roll Nos. If any candidate
does not actually belong to the category mentioned against him/her name, he/she may
not be eligible to be included in the list. It is, therefore, in the interest of the
candidates concerned to contact immediately to the Regional Director(SR) in all such
cases where they do not belong to the category shown against their Roll Nos.

4.
Candidates may note that as per notice of the examination and instructions
given in the answer sheets, they were required to code/write their particulars
correctly and append their signature/LTI on the answer sheets. Such answer sheets
which are without signature/LTI and where particulars such as name, roll number,
ticket number and Test Form number have been coded incorrectly, have been
rejected/awarded ZERO marks. The OMR answer sheet of those candidates found
possessing mobiles phones & accessories and other electronic gadgets within the
premises of examination centers, whether in use or in switch off mode and on
person or otherwise have not been evaluated.
5.
Representations received from the candidates about answer keys placed on the
website of the Commission on 11.03.2014 have been carefully examined. Answer
keys were modified wherever their representations were found to be genuine. The
modified answer keys were used for evaluation.
6.

Paper-II of the examination will be held on 17.08.2014(Forenoon).

7.
Paper-II will be descriptive in which the candidate will be required to write
short essay/letter in English or any language included in the 8th schedule of the
Constitution.
8.
The candidates who have applied for the post from different regions are
required to appear only once in Paper-II in any of the regions in which they have
applied.
9.
The result of candidates are also available on the Commission’s regional
offices website : www.sscsr.gov.in. Marks of the qualified/non-qualified candidates
will be uploaded in due course.

(A Murugaiyan)
Regional Director(SR)
Staff Selection Commission,
EVK Sampath Building,
2nd Floor, College Road,
Chennai-600006.
Dated : 18.07.2014

